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weights were not acceptable because the
correlation between standard and actual
weights was no better than 93 percent.

Sivanandha argues that it was
appropriate to use standard weights
because most invoices did not list actual
weights. According to Sivanandha the
93 percent correlation between actual
and standard weights derived at
verification supports, rather than
undermines, the use of standard
weights.

DOC’s Position: We disagree with
petitioner that Sivanandha’s use of
standard weights was unreasonable. The
93 percent correlation between actual
and standard weights demonstrates the
reasonableness. Moreover, even if we
were to adjust for the seven percent
‘‘discrepancy’’ it would have no effect
on the amounts allocated to each size of
pipe fitting because Sivanandha used
the same methodology for both its home
market and U.S. sales.

Comment 12: Petitioner states that
Sivanandha did not provide
documentation for the cost of gunny
bags. Therefore, petitioner argues that
packing was not verified. Petitioner also
states that Sivanandha did not report
any labor costs for packing pipe fittings
sold in the home market.

Sivanandha claims that the cost of
gunny bags was verified. It also
contends that the failure to report the
cost of labor for packing home market
sales is to its detriment. As a practical
matter, Sivanandha points out that there
is virtually no labor cost for home
market packing since there is no crating
on home market sales.

DOC’s Position: Normally, the
Department applies BIA whenever
respondents are unable to support at
verification the information provided in
their responses. Although Sivanandha
failed to provide at verification
documentation supporting the cost of
gunny bags, the Department is not
compelled to apply BIA because the
company’s overall responses were
accurate and verified, and the plausible
cost of such bags is very low. Absent
alternative publicly available
information with respect to the cost of
gunny bags, the Department has used
the price reported by Sivanandha.

Comment 13: Petitioner lists the
following problems with the difference
in merchandise adjustment submitted
by Sivanandha: incorrect product codes,
standard versus actual weight of steel,
average price for steel versus price for
specific grades of steel, discrepancies in
the manner in which Sivanandha
reported its labor and variable overhead
expenses. Petitioner argues that these
problems led the Department to request

that Sivanandha resubmit its home
market and U.S. sales databases.

Sivanandha admits that it originally
did not understand the Department’s
methodology regarding this adjustment.
However, Sivanandha argues that the
information was corrected at
verification. Therefore, Sivanandha
argues that the Department should
accept these new verified databases.

DOC’s Position: At verification, we
discovered that the Sivanandha had not
understood the Department’s
adjustment for differences in
merchandise. However, the information
required to correct Sivanandha’s
adjustment was readily available and we
verified it. Sivanandha submitted new
section B and C databases after
verification, and we confirmed that they
were identical to the information
verified. Therefore, we are accepting
Sivanandha’s corrected databases.

Comment 14: Petitioner describes
other discrepancies pertaining to
adjustments for inland freight, credit,
bank guarantees, ocean freight, marine
insurance, foreign inland freight, and
containerization.

Sivanandha claims that many of the
costs were estimated because
Sivanandha had not yet exported the
merchandise to the United States. Also,
certain of the discrepancies listed by
petitioner were minute fractions of a
cent, due to rounding errors.
Sivanandha argues that company
officials made every effort to supply the
verification team with accurate
information.

DOC’s Position: We view the
discrepancies described by petitioner as
minor and are using the verified
information. We agree with Sivanandha
that the company cooperated fully with
the Department’s investigation and
verification.

Comment 15: Petitioner claims that
the sum of material, labor, and variable
overhead is incorrect in Sivanandha’s
database, and is concerned that there are
additional problems with the November
29, 1994 databases. Therefore, petitioner
argues that these databases should not
be used and that the Department should
use BIA.

DOC’s Position: The Department
noted that the data was correct, but the
program was missing one formula. The
Department entered the correct formula,
and the spreadsheet is accurate. The
Department is accepting these databases
for the final determination because we
have checked that they match the data
we verified.

Comment 16: The petitioner claims
that by using the new submission the
difference in merchandise adjustment
for several sales exceed the 20 percent

rule. Hence, for these sales, constructed
value should be used.

Sivanandha believes that the
petitioner’s claim is incorrect.
Moreover, according to Sivanandha,
petitioner’s allegation that the
Department should use CV in these
sales is untimely.

DOC’s Position: Using the November
29, 1994 databases, we have determined
that no difference in merchandise
adjustments exceeded 20 percent. This
issue is therefore moot.

Comment 17: Petitioner claims that
the circumstance of sale adjustment for
advertising in the home market should
not be allowed because the advertising
is aimed at Sivanandha’s customers, not
the customers’ customer. Petitioner also
argues that the adjustment for quality
inspections should not be allowed
because, even though the charge appears
on the invoice, it is separate from the
cost of the merchandise and, therefore,
not embedded in the price.

Sivanandha claims that it would be
inappropriate to ignore these
adjustments because these costs were
incurred solely on the home market
sales and, therefore, increased the price
of the home market sales. Additionally,
Sivanandha claims that the quality
inspections are performed only if the
customer requests the services. The
price charged is higher because the cost
of the inspection is included in the
price reported by Sivanandha.

DOC’s Position: We agree with the
petitioner that we should not adjust
Sivanandha’s home market sales for
advertising expenses because the costs
were not directed to the customers’
customer. However, we agree with
Sivanandha that we should make an
adjustment to its home market prices for
technical services when the inspection
was performed by a third party because
we verified that these costs were
included in Sivanandha’s price.

Continuation of Suspension of
Liquidation

We are directing the U.S. Customs
Service to continue to suspend
liquidation of all entries of butt-weld
pipe fittings from India, as defined in
the ‘‘Scope of Investigation’’ section of
this notice, that are entered, or
withdrawn from warehouse, for
consumption on or after October 4,
1994.

The Customs Service shall require a
cash deposit or the posting of a bond
equal to the estimated weighted-average
amounts by which the foreign market
values of the subject merchandise
exceed the United States prices as
shown below. The suspension of
liquidation will remain in effect until


